The Boltzmarm-Enskog equation with large data; wellposedness and regularity.
Leif Arkeryd (Goteborg, Sweden) In 1921 the Swedish mathematician David Enskog suggested an ad hoc equation to describe moderately dense gases. That model has ever since been known as the Enskog equation, and is quite successful in physical applications. It is an equation for the one-particle distribution function of the following type; (9. + v<^) f = Qf, where the right hand side describes the evolution due to collisions, and the density f is a function of space x, velocity v, and time t. Arkeryd, which is to appear in SIAM Journ. Math. Anal. For clarity the discussion is limited to the special case of a constant high density factor, the so called
We start by constructing approximate solutions when the collision operator Q is substituted by a truncated one Q^, where the high velocities are removed by inserting an extra cut-off factor \ = 1 for v + v^ < 2\ \ = 0 otherwise. Set f^x.v.t) = f(x+vt,v,t) and F(x,v) = sup f^x^t). The density product in the loss term can be 0<t<T estimated by 
ere vol(M ) is proportional to T, and that makes the sup-factor small for small T.
•X.V A similar estimates holds for the gain term. Together they imply a contraction mapping argument for local existence, when the initial value is in L^. Assuming initially finite entropy this can be carried into a global result.
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The The proof starts from fairly involved estimates in the L -norm for | v | ^ first proving that for large r's and small T's the above sequence f^ is Cauchy in such a norm, and then proceeding to the global result using the control of mass, energy and entropy.
Since the equation for a derivative formally is linear in that derivative, the same procedure can then be employed to prove differentiability using the already obtained estimates of the solution.
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